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    Second order system transient response   HP48GX
by Ph.J.Roussel

Introduction

Present article intends to show 3 different ways of using the HP48G calculator:

1. For the advanced user: analyse a problem symbolically with the HP48, in stead of with pen
& paper. This part requires version 4 of the ALG48 library to be present in your HP48. See
PCXJV11N2P18, or the  HPCC 1997 conference proceedings p.22 for a review of the library.

2. Use the built in numerical power of the HP48 (functions defined in the complex plane) to
obtain general radicand solutions for a problem.

3. For the RPL programmer: design a program with an INFORM user interface featuring anno-
tated input prompts that accepts unit object entries, foresees defaults for them, and returns
tagged outputs to the stack. See PCXJV12N2P14 for a detailed explanation of INFORM.

Utility program

The ISOLMATCH program takes 3 objects from the stack: an algebraic, an equation and a sym-
bolic variable name. The equation implicitly defines a new substitution variable (not present
in the algebraic) as a function of other variables present in the algebraic, including one speci-
fied through the third stack argument. The latter is then explicitated from the equation using
ISOL, and substituted into the algebraic using èMATCH.

'ISOLMATCH' 89.5 bytes Checksum: # 25D5h
´ ç Alg Eq SyVar
´ Alg Eq SyVar ISOL OBJç DROP2 2 çLIST èMATCH DROP
ª

ª

The program replaces a command sequence often reused in part 1.

Sample substitution:

Substitution of variable 'C' with variable 'ö0' in impedance expression 'É(L/C)'

ISOL ⇒ OBJç DROP2 2 çLIST

⇒ èMATCH DROP ⇒
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ISOLMATCH immediately converts the stack content given in the first screen capture above into
that given in the fourth. The result can then be simplified with the ALG48 command ASIM:

ASIM ⇒

1. Solution of the transient current differential equation
with the Laplace transform using the AAAALLLLGGGG44448888 library on the HHHHPPPP44448888

Consider the second order series RLC circuit in fig.1 below:

R

L

C
V

fig.1 Series RLC circuit with precharge voltage V stored on capacitor.

The impedance of the RLC series circuit: 

The Laplace transform of the transient current response upon closing the switch:

   

[1]

wherein V is the pre-charge voltage stored on the capacitor.

RSIM simplifies this into 

Introduce  to substitute C with ISOLMATCH:

'ö0=1/É(L*C)' 'C' ISOLMATCH yields the algebraic

'SQ(1/ö0)/L*V/(SQ(1/ö0)/L*L*s^2+SQ(1/ö0)/L*R*s+1)'

{s} RORD then simplifies it to 

Introduce  to substitute V with ISOLMATCH
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{s} RORD then yields 

Introduce the damping factor  to substitute R with ISOLMATCH

{s} RORD then yields 

The solutions s1 & s2 of the characteristic quadratic equation of the system 
can be introduced symbolically into the Laplace transform through substitution of their sum
and product s1+ s2 and s1* s2:

{ å '-(s1+s2)/2' } èMATCH DROP { 'ö0^2' 's1*s2' } èMATCH DROP {s} RORD

transforms it into 

The result then allows for factorisation with FCTR ⇒  

Next step illustrates the power of the ALG48 library:

{s} PF simply returns the fractional expansion in s: 

The inverse Laplace transform then has to be be achieved through substitution:

{ 's-s1' 'EXP(-s1*t)' } èMATCH DROP { 's-s2' 'EXP(-s2*t)' } èMATCH DROP

ASIM FCTR then returns the result  [2]

Store this result for later use as 'It'. Introduce the damping ratio  into the characteris-
tic quadratic equation through substitution of å with ISOLMATCH. Its roots s1 & s2 can thus be
explicitated as a function of the parameters p & ö0 with the command sequence:

's^2+2*å*s+ö0^2' 'p=å/ö0' 'å' ISOLMATCH 's' QUAD DUP { s1 1 } èMATCH DROP {
s s1 } èMATCH DROP ASIM SWAP { s1 -1 } èMATCH DROP { s s2 } èMATCH DROP
ASIM

⇒ [3] & [4]

Note that the sequence of èMATCH substitutions avoids confusion between the built-in reserved
HP48 sign variable s1 in the formal QUAD result and the first root of the characteristic equation.

DEFINE DEFINE then stores the roots in the corresponding variables.
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Important bonus: the EXP function is also defined for complex arguments on the HP48G. So,
[2] is a valid formulation for the transient current response both for real or complex conjugate
s1 & s2 root pairs, except for the special case s1= s2.

[3] & [4] can now be substituted into [5] simply by EVALuating it: It EVAL FCTR ⇒

 [5]

Store this result for later use as 'Itp'.

2. Some characteristic values for the transient current

Using the theorem lim
s→0

F s( ) = lim
T→∞

f t( ) ⋅
0

T

∫ dt  leads to the initial charge equation:

Q = I t( )
0

∞

∫ ⋅ dt = C ⋅ V
 
[6]

Using the theorem lim
s→∞

s2 ⋅ F s( ) = lim
t→0

∂f t( )
∂t

 (if f 0−( ) = 0 ), the value of the transient current

first derivative at t = 0 is readily derived:

′I 0( ) = V
L   

[7]

The transient current first derivative function is easily obtained with the command sequence:

It 't' à FCTR ⇒   
[8]

Store this result as 'íIt'.

The extrema of the transient response are then defined by the equation 'íIt=0'

The symbolic solutions of this equation in 't' cannot be obtained with the ISOL command
because it contains the unknown variable twice. Equation [8] can be transformed into one apt
for ISOL ('t' occuring only once) on the HP48 using the RULES menu in the EquationWriter
environment, but the amount of operations required is rather extensive. Reworking equation
[5] is an approach that, maybe surprisingly, leads to a useful solution more rapidly:

Recall transient response algebraic [5] to the stack: Itp

Enter the EquationWriter environment with the q key, activate the selection menu with the
ON key, highlight the multiplication by moving the cursor right and activate the RULES menu:
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distribute t factor to the left
éD key

move the cursor to the left into the first exponential, highlight the multiplication by t, and
activate the RULES menu again:

distribute t factor to the left
éD key

Now, the sums of terms in both EXP arguments can be transformed into exponential product
factors. Highlight the first EXP:

expand EXP to the right
Dç key

Highlight the second, unexpanded EXP:

expand EXP to the right
Dç key

For further treatment of the expression with the ALG48 FCTR command, the denominator expo-
nential has to be INVerted to the numerator through a change of the EXP argument sign. High-
light the denominator EXP:

invert EXP
1/() key

The resulting expression can now be returned to the HP48 stack with ENTER. Factorize the
common EXP factor with the ALG48 FCTR command:

FCTR ⇒
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The two opposite sign argument exponentials can be merged into a single SINH function using
èMATCH:

{ 'EXP(-&)-EXP(&)' '-2*SINH(&)' } èMATCH DROP FCTR

⇒  
[9]

Store this equivalent expression for the transient response as 'Ith'.

The transient current first derivative function can now also be derived from [9]:
Ith 't' à FCTR ⇒

Store this result as 'íIth'. Its roots are then defined by the equation 'íIth=0'. The non-zero
factors can be dropped from the equation by isolating the factor of interest within the
EquationWriter environment. First recall it to the stack: íIth.

Enter the EquationWriter environment with the q key, activate the selection menu with the
ON key and move the cursor to the minus sign between the SINH and COSH terms:

select the subexpression with
the EXPR key and save it to
the stack with the SUB key.

Exit the EquationWriter environment with ON, DROP the 'Ith' algebraic from the stack and
convert the saved subfactor into an equation with the command sequence 0 =. The remaining
transforms of the expression have to be executed within the EquationWriter environment
again. Highlight the same minus sign as above and swap the SINH and COSH terms:

swap terms
éç key

Highlight the = sign and transfer the SINH term to the right side of the equation:

transfer term to right
Tç key
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When the = sign is highlighted with the RULES menu active, the Tç & éT keys allow for
transfer of single terms as well as single factors from one side of the equation to the other,
depending whether there is a product or a minus operator at the lower priority level of a single
term expression near the = sign.

The left side of the equation now contains a single COSH term. To transfer the prefactor from
the left side of the equation to the right, the lower priority operator must be a product.
Therefore, the minus sign in front of the COSH term has to be transferred to the prefactor first.
Highlight it (you can move the cursor quickly with the rightshift t key):

move minus operator
to prefactor
ç() key

Now, the prefactor can be divided into the right side of the equation. Highlight the = sign:

transfer factor to right
Tç key

Return the resulting equation to the HP48 stack with ENTER. Further simplification can be
achieved rapidly with the ALG48 ASIM command:

ASIM ⇒
Notice the merging of the SINH/COSH fraction into the TANH function. Now, the p prefactor
can easily be moved to the left side of the equation within the EquationWriter environment.
As above, the minus sign in front of the TANH term has to be transferred to the prefactor first.
Highlight it:

move minus operator
to prefactor
ç() key

Now, the prefactor can be divided into the left side of the equation. Highlight the = sign:

transfer factor to left
éT key

Return the resulting equation to the HP48 stack with ENTER.
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ASIM ⇒  [10]

Finally, [10] allows for symbolic solution of the transient peak equation in 't' with the ISOL
command. The result returned by ISOL depends of the system flag 1 & 2 settings. In this
context, General solutions (1 off) and Symbolic constants (2 off) are preferable:

't' ISOL { t tp } èMATCH DROP ⇒
 [11]

wherein n1 is a reserved variable representing an arbitrary integer.

The ATANH function can be replaced with its LN equivalent using èMATCH:

{ 'ATANH(&)' 'LN((1-&)/(1+&))/2' } èMATCH DROP ASIM ⇒

Using [3] & [4], the extrema can also be expressed as a function of s1 & s2

  
[12]

Three distinct cases for the transient response can be observed:

2.1. p >1. The s1 & s2 root pair is real, and so is . [12] is then only real-valued for the

principal value  . In this case, the transient response is a damped exponential, showing
only one peak at that time.

2.2. p = 1. s1= s2 = -å. The transient response is critically damped. This is the exceptional
case where the formulation of [2] is not valid as such. In the limit, [2] becomes:

lim
s1 →s2

Ip ⋅ω0 ⋅
es1 ⋅t − es2 ⋅t( )

s1 − s2

=
H

lim
s1 →s2

Ip ⋅ω0 ⋅ t ⋅ es1 ⋅t

1
= [13]

The limit value of [12] for  is then: lim
s2 →s1

ln
s2

s1







s1 − s2

=
H

lim
s2 →s1

1
s2







−1
= −1

s2

= 1
α

= 1
ω0

 [14]

The peak transient current value then becomes  [15]

This case has to be handled by specific HP48 program code whenever p = 1.
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2.3. p <1. The s1 & s2 root pair is complex conjugate:   [16].

s1 & s2  have the same magnitude then, so  [17]

Upon defining the damped oscillation pulsation , the following equations hold:

 [18] = =  =   [19]

Substitution of [19] in [12] reveals that tp is real valued for any n1ä0 then.

In this case, the transient response is a damped sine with period ,

showing a series of maxima and minima at a distance ,

which leads to   [20]

Due to the identity , [10] also implies the equation:

 [21a]
For imaginary values of its argument ( p <1), the SINH function is a periodic function (actual-
ly an imaginary SIN) that alternates through positive and negative imaginary values. The
principal value of the square root at the right side of [21a] is always positive imaginary, so for
the minima, [10] implies:

 [21b]

Using the standard "General solutions" ISOL notation, [21a] &[21b] can be combined as:

[21]

wherein n1 is even for the maxima and odd for the minima.

Substitution of [21] into [9] gives  [22]

Notice that [22] is valid for any peak position tpn obeying [11] (or [24], see below).

Now, [21] also allows for symbolic solution of the transient peak equation in 't' :

't' ISOL { t tp } èMATCH DROP ⇒

[23]

The SINH function is odd, so [23] can be further simplified (not detected by ASIM) to:
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[24]

Upon definition of the unit-free variable xp = ö0 ⋅ tp, [24] yields:

 
[25]

xp has the advantage that it is only a function of the parameter p.

The ASINH function in xp can be replaced with its LN equivalent using èMATCH:

{ 'ASINH(&)' 'LN(&+É(&^2+1))' } èMATCH DROP ASIM ⇒

 
[26]

DEFINE this function as 'xp'. As discussed above, the transient only shows minima when
p <1. The first maximum xp1 occurs for n1= 0, the first minimum xp2 for n1=1:

 

[27] from [22] ⇒  [28]

 
[29]

 

[30]

    Back to general formulations valid for any    p ≠ 1:

Transient response function [2] can be expressed as a function of derivative function [8]:

For any t value obeying [12], the above expression collapses into  [31]

Substitution of the first peak position gives [32]

for p <1, [31] leads to a different equation for the 
overshoot
undershoot  peak ratio:

=
 
[33]
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The normalized transient function

Normalizing the transient response function [9] with its first peak value [32] leads to:

 for pã1, while 
[13]
[15]  ⇒  

for p =1. Introduction of the unit-free variable xp = ö0 ⋅ tp yields:

 
[34]

xp1 is only a function of parameter p, so [34] can be used as a SOLVR equation to find the x
positions of any fraction of the maximum peak value Ip1 (e.g. the FWHM positions) for a
given p value.

In practice, it can be useful to approximate the transient response of a more complex circuit
with that of the simple second order system. In fig.2 below, an ESD tester Charged Device
Model (CDM) pulse is characterized with the peak values of the second order model.
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3. HP48G programs for the extraction of RLC lumped element parameters
from typical values of the step response

In this part, some of the equations above are used to design two HP48G programs for the
extraction of RLC lumped element parameters from typical values of the step response. Both
programs present an INFORM user interface with annotated input prompts that accepts unit
object entries, foresees defaults for them, and returns tagged outputs to the stack.

Universal utility function defining transient peak position

The 'Fxp1' function program corresponds with equations [26] & [14].

'Fxp1' 98.5 bytes Checksum: # EA55h
´ ç p 'IFTE(pã1,RE(LN(p+É(SQ(p)-1))/É(SQ(p)-1)),1)' ª

Transient response function scaled into unit peak value

The 'Iscxp' function program corresponds with equation [34].

'Iscxp' 169 bytes Checksum: # 4C1Dh
´ ç x p 'IFTE(pã1,RE(EXP(-p*(x-Fxp1(p)))/É(p^2-1)*SINH(É(p^2-1)*x)),
x*EXP(1-x))' ª

fig.3 Wireframe plot of Iscxp(x,p) with the following VPAR settings:

PDIM was set to #391d #190d to triple the HP48G screen resolution.
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RLC extraction using the pre-charge voltage Vc , the peak values Ip1 & Ip2 and
their separation õT

The fact that Ip2 is used as an input parameter limits the applicability of this approach to the
moderately damped cases where p <1.

Equation [33] is the crucial step of the extraction procedure: .
Note that Ip2 is negative, so that the result of LN lies on the branch cut of the complex
function. The change of sign effectively yields the conjugate root -s2 ⋅ õT. Upon definition of
the unit free slack variables sô1= s1⋅ õT & sô2 = s2 ⋅ õT the extraction proceeds as follows:

 [16] ⇒   [32] ⇒  

[18] ⇒    [3] ⇒  

Listing of the HHHHPPPP44448888GGGG ''''ççççRRRRLLLLCCCC'''' extraction program

'çRLC' 1018.5 bytes Checksum: # A359h
´ "Extraction of
2nd order RLC values
from step response" 1 DISP { Vc Ip1 Ip2 õT } ç Vars
´ "Typical Measures"

{ { "Vc" "Step applied" 0 13 } { "Ip1" "Overshoot peak height" 0 13 }
{ "Ip2" "Undershoot peak height" 0 13 } { "õT" "Ip1çIp2 time lapse" 0 13 }
} { } { '500_V' '5_A' '4_A' '.5_ns' } DUP Vars 2

´ ç Res Var

´ IF Var VTYPE -1 == THEN Res ELSE Var RCL END ª
ª DOLIST INFORM
IF
THEN Vars STO -2 SF RAD '-LN(-UBASE(ABS(Ip1/Ip2)))' EVAL DUP CONJ DUP2

/ ç sô2 sô1 p21
´ 'RE(-sô1)/õT' EVAL 'ABS(sô1)/õT' EVAL ç å ö0
´ '-Vc*õT/Ip1*RE(p21^INV(1-p21)/sô2)' EVAL '1_µH' Convert 'L' STO

'2*L*å' EVAL '1_kù' Convert 'R' STO 'INV(SQ(ö0)*L)' EVAL '1_pF' Convert 'C'
STO { R L C } 1

´ DUP RCL SWAP çTAG ª DOLIST EVAL
ª

ª
END

ª
ª

Note that RAD mode is set for the correspondence between the complex SIN and SINH
functions. System flag -2 is set to warrant evaluation of the numerical constants 'i' & 'á'. If
unit objects are entered by the user, suitable prefixes are foreseen for the output result units.
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Sample run of RLC extraction using 2 peak values (p<1 only)

Input menu Output on stack in 6 ENG mode

Unit conversion subprogram

The 'Convert' subprogram facilitates the design of programs that accept either numeric or
unit object type entries. Unit object results can be converted into appropriate output units
while numeric entries are still accepted without leading to an error message.

'Convert' 90 bytes Checksum: # CA5h
´ ç Num Unit
´ Num
IF DUP TYPE 13 == THEN Unit CONVERT END

ª
ª

RLC extraction using the pre-charge voltage Vc , the peak value Ip1 , the total
charge Qt and the initial transient slope íI0

This extraction procedure is valid for any p value. The extraction of C & L is straightforward:

[6] ⇒   [7] ⇒  

Parameter p can be computed using Ip1, Qt, íI0 & xp1.

[22] ⇒   ⇒   ⇒  

xp1 as a function of p can be eliminated with Fxp1: 
= pxp1

 [35]

Finally, R is computed as . Equation [35] has to be solved with the SOLVR:

For larger values of p, this function can be approximated as:

{ 'p^2-1' 'p^2' } èMATCH ⇒ <≈ pxp1 ⇒
p <≈

 [36]
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[36] can be used to estimate an upper bound for p when solving [35] with the ROOT command,
whenever pxp1>1.

For near 1 p values, the first order Taylor series approximation of   in 

yields  ⇒ <≈  ⇒ p >≈  [37]

Note that [37] cannot be derived with the TAYLR command, due to several 
0

0
 limit conditions.

[37] can be used to estimate a lower bound for p when solving [35] with the ROOT command,
whenever pxp1≤ 2. This explains the IFTE algebraic used to compute starting values for the
ROOT call in the 'çRLCq' program below.

Listing of the HHHHPPPP44448888GGGG ''''ççççRRRRLLLLCCCCqqqq'''' extraction program

'çRLCq' 1043.5 bytes Checksum: # 6A23h
´ "Extraction of
2nd order RLC values
from step response" 1 DISP { Vc Ip1 Qt íI0 } ç Vars
´ "Typical Measures"

{ { "Vc" "Step applied" 0 13 } { "Ip1" "Overshoot peak height" 0 13 }
{ "Qt" "Total integrated charge" 0 13 } { "íI0" "àI0/àt" 0 13 } }
{ } { '500_V' '5_A' '883_pC' '35000_mA/ns' } DUP Vars 2

´ ç Res Var
´ IF Var VTYPE -1 == THEN Res ELSE Var RCL END ª

ª DOLIST INFORM
IF
THEN Vars STO -2 SF RAD 'Qt/Vc' EVAL '1_pF' Convert 'C' STO 'Vc/íI0'

EVAL '1_µH' Convert 'L' STO 'LN(UBASE(É(Qt*íI0)/Ip1))' çNUM ç pxp1
´ 'p*Fxp1(p)=pxp1' 'p' 'IFTE(pxp1>2,.5*EXP(pxp1),pxp1^1.5)' çNUM ROOT
ª ç p '2*p*É(L/C)' '1_kù' Convert 'R' STO { R L C } 1
´ DUP RCL SWAP çTAG ª DOLIST EVAL

END
ª

ª

Sample run of RLC extraction using peak value, total charge and initial slope

Input menu Output on stack in 6 ENG mode

Multiple Equations Solver system

The MES system below defines the same equations as those used in the 'çRLCq' program.
However, it also allows for reverse solution of the system and some "what if?" type problems.
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'RLC.EQ' 290 bytes Checksum: # 2Bh
{ 'C=Qt/Vc' 'L=Vc/íI0' 'ö0=INV(É(L*C))' 'ö0=É(íI0/Qt)'
'p=UBASE(.5*R*É(C/L))' 'p=UBASE(.5*R/(ö0*L))'
'p*Fxp1(p)=LN(UBASE(É(Qt*íI0)/Ip1))' }
'IniMES' 173.5 bytes Checksum: # 3071h
´ 'RLC.EQ' 'EQ' STO MINIT "RLC MES" { Vc Ip1 Qt íI0 "" "" ö0 p R L C } MITM
{ Vc Ip1 Qt íI0 } MUSER MSOLVR
ª

Sample solution of the ''''RRRRLLLLCCCC....EEEEQQQQ'''' MMMMEEEESSSS system

Upon entry of the MUSER variables { Vc Ip1 Qt p }:
{ :Vc: '500_V' :Ip1: '5_A' :Qt: '883_pC' :p: 1 }
, the leftshift ALL softkey in the MSOLVR menu returns the following variable values
in 6 ENG mode:
{ :C: '1.766000E0_pF' :íI0: '209.2032E3_mA/ns' :L: '2.390021E-3_µH'
:ö0: '15.39231E0_1/ns' }

Reserved variables

'CST' 98 bytes Checksum: # 96D3h
{ çRLC çRLCq { "RLC.MES" ´ 'RLC.EQ' 'EQ' STO MSOLVR ª } IniMES }
'EQ' 16 bytes Checksum: # BE91h
'RLC.EQ'

Global variables

'xp1' 34.5 bytes Checksum: # 6CF6h
'Fxp1(p)'
'Vc' 30.5 bytes Checksum: # 9CCBh
'500_V'
'Ip1' 23.5 bytes Checksum: # 41A6h
'5_A'
'Ip2' 23.5 bytes Checksum: # D1B3h
'4_A'
'õT' 36.5 bytes Checksum: # 42F7h
'.5_ns'
'Qt' 36.5 bytes Checksum: # 3264h
'883_pC'
'íI0' 52 bytes Checksum: # 7EB8h
'35000_mA/ns'
'p' 16 bytes Checksum: # D5EEh
7.04933967415E-2
'ö0' 41.5 bytes Checksum: # FA42h
'6.29583982439_1/ns'
'R' 35.5 bytes Checksum: # E8CBh
'1.27380827289E-2_kù'
'L' 35.5 bytes Checksum: # 4E41h
'1.42711750506E-2_µH'
'C' 35.5 bytes Checksum: # 58E5h
'1.76601742235_pF'
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